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Research outputs:

The uptake and diffusion of solar power in Africa: Socio-cultural and political insights on a rapidly emerging socio-technical transition
This special issue focusses on the now rapidly growing solar photovoltaics markets across various geographies and scales in Africa. Herein we summarise the contributions of the component papers and position them within the context of the sustainable energy access literature. We argue that there is an urgent need for greater attention to the neglected socio-cultural and political dimensions of sustainable energy access, dimensions that are vital to understand if ambitious global commitments to sustainable energy for all by 2030 are to be achieved. Included in this special issue are papers on the systemic and socio-technical nature of energy access transitions; their politics and political economy; gendered dimensions; critiques of their technologically determinist framing and the implications for marginalising local actors; and, perhaps for the first time in the energy access literature, application of social practice perspectives to the energy access challenge. The result is a diverse range of empirically-grounded, theoretically and methodologically novel approaches, providing new insights into and understandings of the neglected socio-cultural and political dimensions of sustainable energy access.
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Flood management in urban Senegal: an actor-oriented perspective on national and transnational adaptation interventions

In Senegal, considerable development assistance has been allocated to addressing the problem of repeated flooding in urban areas, involving changing thematic objectives, from short-term disaster relief to wide-ranging sanitation and drainage programmes. In spite of these numerous flood management interventions, the number of flood victims in Senegal’s urban centres has increased steadily since 1999. This article contributes empirically and conceptually to recent studies highlighting poor national disaster risk-management frameworks in West Africa, by investigating how floods have been managed in Senegal and why this management has not led to the results expected by the population. The article finds that the configuration of flood management policies and programmes in urban Senegal points towards three key intertwined issues which have influenced the limited achievements of flood management in urban areas. These include, but are not restricted to, the political and personal appropriation of flood management-related processes, the reinforcement of the dichotomy between central government and municipalities, and a fragmented institutional framework with overlapping institutions.
Market for the integration of smaller wind turbines in mini-grids in Kenya
This report is issued by the Kenya Miniwind project funded by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark through the Danida Market Development Partnerships. The project aims to explore and develop the market for a partly locally produced kW wind turbine to be integrated into a PV mini-grid for rural electrification in order to reduce the cost of electricity and support local value creation.

The long-term objectives of the project are accordingly to contribute to poverty reduction, stimulate economic growth and increase the supply of sustainable energy. The short- to medium-term objective is to explore the market potential and learn more about how to design solutions and business models that are suitable for rural electrification. The project will therefore conduct a market study, engage in dialogue with local communities and authorities, and demonstrate the technical, social and economic feasibility of integrating a kW wind turbine into a smart solar-powered mini-grid in Kenya.

The project will also describe the assembly and production of a key component of the demonstration wind turbine. Finally, the project will work to improve the mini-grid developer sector in both Kenya and the wider region. The aim is that the knowledge generated through these activities will help develop the concept into a viable business model for the private companies involved, thus paving the way for the large-scale deployment of rural wind.

The project is a partnership between SustainableEnergy, Vestas Wind Systems A/S, the Technical University of Denmark, the Kenya Climate Innovation Center and the Rural Electrification Authority.
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Market for the integration of smaller wind turbines in mini-grids in Tanzania
This report is issued by the Kenya Miniwind project funded by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark through the Danida Market Development Partnerships. The project aims to explore and develop the market for a partly locally produced kW wind turbine to be integrated into a PV mini-grid for rural electrification in order to reduce the cost of electricity and support local value creation.

The long-term objectives of the project are accordingly to contribute to poverty reduction, stimulate economic growth and increase the supply of sustainable energy. The short- to medium-term objective is to explore the market potential and learn more about how to design solutions and business models that are suitable for rural electrification. The project will therefore conduct a market study, engage in dialogue with local communities and authorities, and demonstrate the technical, social and economic feasibility of integrating a kW wind turbine into a smart solar-powered mini-grid in Kenya.

The project will also describe the assembly and production of a key component of the demonstration wind turbine. Finally, the project will work to improve the mini-grid developer sector in both Kenya and the wider region. The aim is that the knowledge generated through these activities will help develop the concept into a viable business model for the private companies involved, thus paving the way for the large-scale deployment of rural wind.

The project is a partnership between SustainableEnergy, Vestas Wind Systems A/S, the Technical University of Denmark,
the Kenya Climate Innovation Center and the Rural Electrification Authority.
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**Market for the integration of smaller wind turbines in mini-grids in Uganda**

This report is issued by the Kenya Miniwind project funded by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark through the Danida Market Development Partnerships. The project aims to explore and develop the market for a partly locally produced kW wind turbine to be integrated into a PV mini-grid for rural electrification in order to reduce the cost of electricity and support local value creation.

The long-term objectives of the project are accordingly to contribute to poverty reduction, stimulate economic growth and increase the supply of sustainable energy. The short- to medium-term objective is to explore the market potential and learn more about how to design solutions and business models that are suitable for rural electrification. The project will therefore conduct a market study, engage in dialogue with local communities and authorities, and demonstrate the technical, social and economic feasibility of integrating a kW wind turbine into a smart solar-powered mini-grid in Kenya. The project will also describe the assembly and production of a key component of the demonstration wind turbine. Finally, the project will work to improve the mini-grid developer sector in both Kenya and the wider region. The aim is that the knowledge generated through these activities will help develop the concept into a viable business model for the private companies involved, thus paving the way for the large-scale deployment of rural wind.

The project is a partnership between SustainableEnergy, Vestas Wind Systems A/S, the Technical University of Denmark, the Kenya Climate Innovation Center and the Rural Electrification Authority.
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**Off-grid access to electricity innovation challenge**
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Sustainability transitions in developing countries: Stocktaking, new contributions and a research agenda
An increasing number of studies have analysed the scope for, and the barriers to, transitions toward sustainability in the context of developing countries building on analytical perspectives from the sustainability transitions literature. This paper introduces a special issue on sustainability transitions in developing countries, which takes stock of this emerging field of research and presents new empirical research that contributes to further advancement of our understanding of the conditions in which sustainability transitions are likely to take place in developing countries and what is involved in these transformative processes. This introductory paper presents the five papers contained in the special issue. The first paper comprises a review of the existing literature on the subject, and the other four papers present new empirical research. The key findings of the papers are discussed in relation to previous research in the field specifically related to four crosscutting themes: (i) global-local linkages and external dependencies; (ii) stability and non-stability of regimes; (iii) undemocratic and non-egalitarian nature of regimes; and (iv) nurturing the development of niches versus the execution of individual projects. The introductory paper concludes by presenting a research agenda, which aims to provide promising avenues for future research on sustainability transitions in developing countries.
System building in the Kenyan electrification regime: The case of private solar mini-grid development

Given the growing interest in the ability of the private sector to contribute to the goal of providing universal access to energy in developing countries, this study sets out to investigate the practices and business approaches of private actors in the emerging niche of private mini-grid development in Kenya. The paper’s analytical focus is on how niche actors are influencing and creating change in the incumbent electrification regime of grid extension to strengthen and expand the niche for private mini-grids. The analysis shows that, in addition to internal niche processes like the alignment of expectations, learning and network building, niche actors actively engage in various forms of institutional work. The greatest emphasis here is on regulatory institutional work in order to influence legal and economic frameworks, but niche actors also engage in cognitive institutional work to enhance acceptance of the niche technology by constructing a shared world view between niche and regime actors. Interestingly, niche actors also engage in normative work to establish positive normative associations with the private-sector model, like equity and social justice. The research concludes that in this case institutional work is collective work drawing on different mandates and relying on different skills and resources.
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The rise and fall of foreign private investment in the jatropha biofuel value chain in Ghana

The article draws on the multi-level perspective (MLP) and global value chain (GVC) frameworks to analyse the drivers and trajectories of foreign private investment in biofuel production in Ghana. It is based on a narrative of the evolution of a niche for jatropha production in Ghana in the period 1995 - 2016 including company case studies. The factors analysed relating to MLP are alignment of expectations, network formation, and learning and knowledge sharing, and those relating to GVC are chain structure, governance, ownership, and access to land and capital. High entry barriers for creating a new agriculture-based value chain for global biofuel markets, i.e. high volume requirements, high capital needs, and market risks contributed to the collapse of the jatropha sector in Ghana. A low level of learning and knowledge sharing between jatropha actors in Ghana, alongside weak public R&D support, reduced access to technical and managerial information. Confirming previous GVC research on biofuels, policy and NGOs had a stronger influence on the jatropha value chain than in typical agricultural chains. Moreover, global drivers and the strategies and capabilities of foreign investors can strongly influence the development of a new biofuel value chain in a developing country. The latter points complement previous research on jatropha, which highlights politicoeconomic factors such as land tenure, regional and local power relations, and the interests of donors and NGOs. The study exemplifies a nonevolutionary niche development that goes beyond the European experiences of industrial niche development on which the MLP framework was first established. The importance of investors and policy at different levels of the value chain illustrate the synergies in combining the MLP and GVC frameworks in research on energy transitions in developing countries.
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Access to electricity in rural Africa - from donor support to innovative business models
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Evolution of the Jatropha Biofuel Niche in Ghana

This article draws on the multi-level perspective (MLP) and global value chain (GVC) frameworks to analyse the drivers and trajectories of foreign private investment in biofuel production in Ghana. The analyses are based on a narrative of the evolution of a niche for jatropha production in Ghana spanning the period 1995–2004 and including detailed company case studies. Relating to the MLP framework the factors analysed influencing internal niche processes are alignment of expectations, network formation, and learning and knowledge sharing, while those relating to the GVC framework are value chain attributes, including chain structure, governance, ownership, and access to land and capital. The study identifies significant entry barriers to establishing new agriculture-based value chains for global biofuel markets, especially high volume requirements, high capital needs and international market risks, which contributed to the collapse of the jatropha sector in Ghana and thus to the failure to capitalise on the initially high expectations of biofuel production. We also found a low level of learning and knowledgesharing between jatropha niche actors in Ghana, which, alongside weak public R&D support, reduced access to locally specific technical and managerial information. The report presents an example of non-evolutionary niche development, which goes beyond the European experience of industrial niche development on which the MLP framework was first established. The importance of investors and policy at different levels of the value chain illustrates the synergies that may be obtained from combining the MLP and GVC frameworks in research on energy transitions in developing countries.

Feasibility of wind power integration in weak grids in non-coastal areas of Sub-Saharan Africa: the case of Mali

Installed wind capacity in Africa has grown rapidly the last few years, and by late 2016 had reached about 4.8 GW. However, so far few investments have been made in inland localities due to the generally lower wind potential. This paper therefore explores if and to what extent it is possible to establish economically feasible wind-power plants in countries with lower wind potential. To address this question, the paper provides a combined wind resource mapping and a pre-feasibility study for grid integration of wind power at four specific sites in Mali. The study finds that Mali has generally poor wind conditions, with average wind speeds of below 5 m/s at 50 m above ground level in the south, while there are larger areas in the northern part with average wind speeds of above 7 m/s at 50 m above ground level. Overall the research shows that in countries with generally poor wind conditions, such as in the southern part of Mali, it is possible to identify a limited number of sites with local speed-up effects situated close to the existing grid, at which there are options for undertaking medium-size wind-power projects that would be economically feasible at current crude oil prices of 50 USD/barrel.
How can we stimulate and exploit a market in Africa for small wind turbines
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Measures for diffusion of solar PV in selected African countries
This paper investigates how African governments are considering supporting and promoting the diffusion of solar PV. This issue is explored by examining so-called ‘technology action plans (TAPs)’, which were main outputs of the Technology Needs Assessment project implemented in 10 African countries from 2010 to 2013. The paper provides a review of three distinct but characteristic trajectories for PV market development in Kenya (private-led market for solar home systems), Morocco (utility-led fee-for service model) and Rwanda (donor-led market for institutional systems). The paper finds that governments’ strategies to promoting solar PV are moving from isolated projects towards frameworks for market development and that there are high expectations to upgrading in the PV value chain through local assembly of panels and local production of other system elements. Commonly identified measures include support to: local production; financing schemes; tax exemptions; establishment and reinforcement of standards; technical training; and research and development.
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Policy and planning related to climate change in developing countries
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**Working in a broad partnership in the Kenya Miniwind Project**
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**Exploring product development possibilities and alternative uses of PV solar cells in Ghana**
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**Lignocellulosic residues for production of electricity, biogas or second generation biofuel: A case study of technical and sustainable potential of rice straw in Mali**

Biomass from agricultural residues, especially lignocellulosic biomass, is not only seen as a sustainable biomass source for the production of electricity, but increasingly as a resource for the production of biogas and second generation biofuel in developing countries. Based on empirical research in an irrigated rice-growing area, Office du Niger, in Mali, this article builds scenarios for the sustainable potential of rice straw. The paper concludes that there is great uncertainty regarding the size of the sustainable resources of rice straw available for energy, but that the most likely scenario estimates a resource of about 120,000 t, which would permit up to three 5 MWel rice straw-fuelled power plants. Based on the findings from the empirical studies, the article further suggests that recently published research on the potential of rice straw in a number of African countries seems first to underestimate the uncertainty of resource assessments, and secondly to overestimate the resources available for energy production, mainly due to optimistic residue-to-product ratios and availability factors. © 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Niche development and upgrading in the PV value chain: The case of local assembly of PV panels in Senegal
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The emerging market for pico-scale solar PV systems in Sub-Saharan Africa: From donor-supported niches toward market-based rural electrification
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Utility led rural electrification in Morocco: combining grid extension, mini-grids, and solar home systems

Morocco has become known for being an example of a well-performing utility-led rural electrification program, but so far little independent research has scrutinized this extraordinary case. Based on a critical review of the available literature, this study attempts to draw a picture of the evolution of rural electrification in Morocco, the policies and programs that have been implemented, and their institutional, technical, and financial dimensions. The review reveals that information available about the success of the programme has almost entirely been provided by the utility ONE, which has strategic and commercial interests in showing its achievements in a favorable light. With this in mind, three main principles are identified as having contributed to the rapid evolution of levels of electrification: (1) a clear vision and a continuing political commitment to follow the plan; (2) an institutional framework that brings into action the strength of the utility and of both national and international actors; and (3) a finance model that includes all stakeholders and international financial institutions. However, three factors may have been equally important in achieving these results: (1) a level of rural electrification in Morocco that from the outset was far below that in comparable neighboring countries; (2) a high GDP compared to sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries; and (3) a high level of urban electrification that allowed cross-subsidization from urban consumers. So while the Moroccan case is inspiring for SSA countries, we need to be prudent before we relate the rapid increase in electrification to the implementation model alone. © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Enhancing Access to Electricity for Clean and Efficient Energy Services in Africa

This report examines key issues related to electricity access in Africa, through the lens of selected case studies of countries that have successfully managed to increase access significantly in a short period of time, backed up with more general regional analysis. On the basis of this overview and analysis, the report makes a number of recommendations on priorities and necessary actions by countries and the donor community as to how the electricity access challenges may be addressed.
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Governance and Community Responses to Floods in Poor Peri-urban Areas: The case of Urban Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate Change Adaptation in Pikine, Senegal

In recent years, urban flooding has become an increasingly severe and frequent problem for the poor in many West African urban centres. In diverse metropoles of the region, including Lagos, Cotonou, Accra, Abidjan and Dakar, low-income populations who typically live undesirable flood-prone areas see their already considerable vulnerability increased for every flooding event. In the long term, climate change is expected to make matters worse for these already tried populations, due to an increase in storm frequency and intensity, and with them in the risk of floods. However, climate change-induced changing weather patterns and more extreme weather events are only part of the explanation for this situation, as large segments of the urban population in West Africa are not offered the public services, infrastructure and protective regulations needed in order to respond to floods. In Senegal, in spite of significant development aid and interventions, the number of flood victims in urban centres has increased steadily since 1999.

Against this background, this dissertation examines how the governance for floods is configured at the national and municipal scales, in a context of weak state capacity. The dissertation addresses how urban flood management, community responses and resulting public services are produced, as well as the implications thereof. It is investigated how floods have been managed in urban Senegal during the last fifteen years and examines why it has not led to the results expected by the population, state institutions and the donor community. It is found that the significant support allocated to flood management has created a political and personal appropriation of flood management processes at the national level. This has resulted in a fragmented institutional framework with overlapping institutions, duplicate mechanisms and an ongoing ‘negotiation’ of competencies and interpretation of mandates, which have limited the impact of flood management in Senegal. In spite of the lack of achievement in the domain of flood management, it is found that weak state capacity does not mean that the urban poor are simply passive victims of climate change, or that collective services and interventions relative to flood management are inexistent or ungoverned. Instead, the ability to respond to floods is to a large extent formed outside the realm of the state and is maintained through a set of complex negotiation processes among various actors involved in diverse governance modes, found inside and outside the formal state bureaucracy and the official policies and plans in Senegal. The findings also reveal that community responses may not, by themselves, sufficiently compensate for the lack of basic services and infrastructure that is forcing the urban poor to cope with disproportionate levels of risk.
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Overcoming Barriers to the Transfer and Diffusion of Climate Technologies

This guidebook provides practical and operational guidance on how to assess and overcome barriers facing the transfer and diffusion of technologies for climate change mitigation and adaptation. The guidebook is designed to support the analysis of specific technologies, rather than pursuing a sectoral (e.g., transport) or technology group (e.g., renewable energy) approach. Given that there is no single solution to enhancing technology transfer and diffusion policies need be tailored to country-specific context and interests. Therefore, the guidebook presents a flexible approach, identifying various assessment options and tools for analysts and decision makers. The guidebook has been developed through an experience-based approach during the first phase of the TNA, and has benefitted from feedback from national consultants and workshop participants alongside inputs from UDP staff and external reviewers. It should be noted that this second edition of the guidebook has undergone major changes with respect to structure and content for the benefit of the readers.
business-as-usual scenario. This paper advocates the use of second generation ethanol for transport, to the extent that it is economically exploitable. Resorting to first generation ethanol would require the allocation of over 580,000 ha of agricultural land for ethanol production. © 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Review of solar PV policies, interventions and diffusion in East Africa

Previous research on the diffusion of solar PV in Africa has mainly focused on solar home systems (SHS) in individual countries and thus overlooked developments in other PV market segments that have recently emerged. In contrast this paper adopts a regional perspective by reviewing developments in supportive policies, donor programs and diffusion status in all PV market segments in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, as well as identifying the key factors put forward in the literature to explain differences in the diffusion of SHS in these three countries. The paper finds two emerging trends: (i) a movement from donor and government-based support to market-driven diffusion of solar PV; and (ii) a transition from small-scale, off-grid systems towards mini-grids and large-scale, grid-connected solar power plants. The paper points out three generic factors that have contributed to encouraging SHS diffusion in all three countries: (i) the decline in world market prices for PV modules; (ii) the prolonged support from international donors; and (iii) conducive framework conditions provided by national governments. The paper also identifies five key factors that have been elaborated in the literature to explain the higher level of SHS diffusion in Kenya compared to Tanzania and Uganda: (i) a growing middle-class; (ii) geographical conditions; (iii) local sub-component suppliers; (iv) local champions; and (v) business culture. Finally, the paper discusses the lack of attention in the literature given to analysing the amount, nature and timing of donor and government support across countries, processes of learning and upgrading in local PV industries and the interaction between the different explanatory factors.
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The conceptual and practical challenges to technology categorisation in the preparation of technology needs assessments

The strong focus in climate negotiations on the transfer and diffusion of technologies as a means to mitigate and adapt to climate change has entailed various programs to promote the transfer and diffusion of climate technologies, including the Technology Needs Assessment project (TNA). Despite the technology focus in the project, practice shows that the questions of what a technology is and how the key concepts of technology transfer and diffusion should be understood and operationalized remain diffuse. This paper explores the reasons for this by analysing the experience of the TNA project in using a framework for categorizing technologies according to the types of markets and non-markets in which they are diffused. While the framework has contributed to a higher degree of ‘market literacy’ among national stakeholders, four challenges in categorizing technologies have been identified: i) technologies comprising varying degrees of software, orgware and hardware; ii) technologies appearing as whole systems of production; iii) technologies covering different application markets; and iv) technologies situated on a continuum between research, development and diffusion. These challenges are proxies for the challenges in formulating plans of actions for technologies. If, due to a lack of conceptual clarity, it is not clear to countries whether the diffusion of a specific technology should be implemented by a project or by means of an enabling framework, the measures proposed in the action plans may be misleading. We therefore call for an increased focus on clarifying the technology concept in the training for the next generation of TNAs.
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Measures for diffusion of solar PV are aligned in technology action plans for 6 countries in the African region
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Measures for the Diffusion of Solar PV are Aligned in Technology Action Plans for Six Countries in Africa
Recently, development projects have provided support to governments to facilitate technology transfer for climate change adaptation and mitigation. These include the Technology Needs Assessment (TNA) funded by the Global Environmental Facility (GEF). In the TNA project, which was implemented in ten African countries from 2010 to 2013, dedicated government committees have prioritized climate change mitigation technologies and developed action plans for the diffusion of the selected technologies. The project results show that solar PV is high on the agenda in Africa. Six out of ten
countries in the region prioritized solar PV, and action plans for the diffusion of solar home systems were put forward in Côte d’Ivoire, Kenya, Mali and Senegal, while the implementation of grid-connected systems was proposed in Rwanda, Mali and Senegal. The project reports and technology action plans prepared in these six countries are used as the basis for comparing how solar PV is perceived in these countries and how policy measures enabling environmental adjustments and investment programmes are being planned to promote diffusion of the technology in these different contexts.
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**Prospects for investment in large-scale, grid-connected solar energy in Africa**
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**Prospects for investment in large-scale, grid-connected solar power in Africa**
Solar power in Africa is on its way to becoming a market-based commodity, thus escaping the niche for individual electricity supply that is mainly supported by international donor organisations. Significant reductions in the cost of
photovoltaic (PV) panels and a 400 percent increase in oil prices since the 1990s have changed the competitiveness of solar PV in all markets, ranging from individual households via institutions to mini-grids and grid-connected installations. In volume and investment, the market for large-scale grid-connected solar power plants is by far the most important, and as production costs are today competitive with large-scale diesel, this market is rapidly emerging. Donor-influenced plans and visions for solar PV development have often been optimistic with regard to the diffusion of solar PV in Africa, but the last three years of development, in terms of a number of large-scale investments in grid-connected solar power plants and local assembly facilities for PV panels, have exceeded even optimistic scenarios. Finally, therefore, there seem to be bright prospects for investment in large-scale grid-connected solar power in Africa.
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Review of Solar PV Market Development in East Africa
While the diffusion of solar home systems in Kenya has been market-based for some years, the diffusion of PV in most other Sub-Saharan African countries has been driven by government and donor-supported projects aimed at serving specific needs for electricity while at the same time creating a national niche market for PV. This practice is rapidly changing and, as in industrialised countries, there is evidence of a transition towards more market-based diffusion and private-sector involvement for PV systems for private consumers, institutions and villages. This transition has been facilitated to varying degrees by conducive enabling frameworks comprising innovative financing schemes, exemptions from VAT and import taxes, standardised power-purchasing agreements and feed-in tariffs. Few analyses have so far been conducted on the effects of such measures. This paper aims to contribute to understanding these effects by reviewing the development of markets for solar PV in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, focusing on how the differences in market development have been explained in the literature. The paper finds that, although Tanzania and Uganda are rapidly catching up, Kenya is still leading the development of PV markets not only in terms of installed capacity and market volume, but also with regard to local industry and PV business development. The paper concludes by drawing attention to particular factors that have been used in the literature to explain disparities in market-development trajectories in the three countries.
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Sustainable energy transitions in emerging economies: The formation of a palm oil biomass waste-to-energy niche in Malaysia 1990–2011

The economic development in emerging economies in Southeast Asia has significantly increased the use of fossil fuel based energy. This has severe implications for global climate change, and against this background, scholars within the sustainable transition tradition have taken an interest in addressing how transitions towards more sustainable development pathways in this region may be achieved. This paper contributes to the abovementioned literature by examining the conducive and limiting factors for development and proliferation of a palm oil biomass waste-to-energy niche in Malaysia during the period 1990–2011. Rising oil prices, strong pressure on the palm oil industry from environmental groups, and a persisting palm oil biomass waste disposal problem in Malaysia appear to have been conducive to niche proliferation, and on top of this national renewable energy policies and large-scale donor programmes have specifically supported the utilisation of palm oil biomass waste for energy. However, in spite of this, the niche development process has only made slow progress. The paper identifies reluctant implementation of energy policy, rise in biomass resource prices, limited network formation and negative results at the niche level, as the main factors hindering niche development.
Development of biomass power plant technologies in Malaysia: niche development and the formation of innovative capabilities

The objective of this thesis is to contribute to advance further the emerging research agenda on the transfer and diffusion of low-carbon technologies in developing countries by adopting a study of the development of biomass power plant technologies in Malaysia. The main research question addresses the main factors influencing the transfer and diffusion of biomass power plant technologies in Malaysia. This question is explored in the four papers comprising the thesis, which are based on analyses of qualitative data, mainly in the form of interviews, documents and observations collected during successive periods of fieldwork in Malaysia.

The thesis conceptualises the diffusion of biomass technologies in Malaysia as a niche development process and finds that the development of a palm oil biomass waste-to-energy niche in Malaysia has only made limited progress despite a period of twenty years of niche formation. The thesis identifies the reluctance to implement an efficient energy policy as the main limiting factor for niche development in this case. Although a number of donor programs have advocated the introduction of a stronger enabling framework for niche development, they have generally had only a limited impact on
policy development. This was mainly attributed to the strong opposing interests of key actors in maintaining the existing situation, particularly the national electricity utility company in Malaysia, which deliberately obstructed niche development over an extended period because it was against their economic interests. When the government decided to improve incentive structures through a reduction in fossil fuel subsidies and by introducing a feed-in tariff system, the niche development momentum had already been lost because investors had limited confidence in project investments. Since many planned plants were never put into operation and those that were constructed generally showed only poor performance, the lack of investor confidence was due mainly to the largely negative results from experimentation activities in the niche. Moreover, a number of alternative biomass waste utilisation options gained increasing interest in the Malaysian palm oil industry, which were considered more commercially attractive compared to energy generation. On top of this, the increasing interest in these alternative usages of palm oil biomass waste led to a significant rise in biomass resource prices, which meant that it became difficult to negotiate long-term biomass fuel contracts. These factors turned out to be detrimental for niche development.

The transfer of technology is understood in this thesis as the exchange of knowledge through international inter-firm linkages, which contribute to enhancing the technological capability of the recipient firms, thus enabling them to engage in innovation. The thesis considers whether the use of different learning mechanisms could explain differences in the accumulation of technological capabilities in the biomass boiler and power plant supplier industry in Malaysia. It is found that not only is differences in the levels of technological capability achieved by individual firms influenced by the specific combination of learning mechanisms the firms employ, but also by the differences in the relative levels of resources dedicated to exploiting these learning mechanisms. Firms relying on a combination of learning from foreign technology partners and internal learning by planned experimentation make most progress in terms of technological capability. Firms using a combination of learning by imitating national competitor firms and internal trial and error also made advances in technological capability although to a comparatively lesser extent. The thesis also finds that CDM projects implemented in Malaysia played a limited role in stimulating the introduction of new technology and knowledge to Malaysian biomass boiler and power plant equipment suppliers. Their involvement in CDM projects did not add anything above and beyond what was already encompassed in the existing relationships between the firms in question.
energy niche in Malaysia. The paper contributes to the existing literature by a conceptual and empirical examination of this research question. With regard to its empirical findings the paper concludes: (i) that advice on energy policy had a limited impact mainly due to strong opposing interests in maintaining the existing situation; (ii) that creating the necessary conditions for transferring a private-sector model of electricity production to Malaysia remains a challenge; and (iii) that the short duration and unpredictability of interventions generally can be seen as an important impediment for programs in reaching their objectives.
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Screening of feasible applications of wind and solar in Mali: Assessment using the wind and solar maps for Mali
Institutional options for rural energy access: Exploring the concept of the multifunctional platform in West Africa

The concept of the multifunctional platform for rural energy access has increasingly been supported by donors in five West African countries since 1994. While it is often referred to as a highly successful concept, recent reviews and interviews with local stakeholders in Mali and Burkina Faso indicate that the high aspirations to be found in project descriptions and early evaluations are only partly reflected in activities on the ground. This paper illustrates how the multipurpose aspects of the platform have made the concept a nexus of potential achievements that are highly valued in the dominant discourse of development, and how including concerns, such as poverty alleviation, gender equity, local democracy, decentralisation and the environment, have attracted donors outside the energy sector. The paper thus argues that, while the integration of multiple technical functions, preconceived organisational set-ups and local fuel production have in fact had limited or even adverse effects on the outcome of the multifunctional platform programme, these virtues have proved essential in presenting the concept at the policy level. This analysis of the dilemma between mobilizing funding and implementing practical programmes provides an argument for building development aid on existing structures instead of inventing new complicated concepts and approaches.
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Review of national frameworks for involvement of agro-industries in rural electrification
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Using modeling, satellite images and existing global datasets for rapid preliminary assessments of renewable energy resources: The case of Mali

This paper presents a novel approach to the preliminary, low-cost, national-scale mapping of wind energy, solar energy and certain categories of bio-energy resources in developing countries, using Mali as an example. The methods applied make extensive use of satellite remote sensing and meteorological mesoscale modeling. The paper presents first results from applying the methodology in Mali and discusses the appropriateness of the results obtained. It is shown that northern Mali has considerable wind energy potential, while average wind speeds in the southern part are too low to make wind power a competitive option. Solar energy resources are shown to be abundant in all of Mali, though the highest values are found in the south. The temporal variation is relatively limited. Bio-energy resources are also concentrated in the south, but there are small pockets of high vegetation productivity in the irrigated areas of the Niger inland delta that might be interesting from a renewable energy resource perspective. Finally, the paper discusses the role that renewable energy resources might play in the energy systems of Mali, given the spatio-temporal distribution of renewable energy resources. It is argued that at the current price of about 70 US$/barrel for fossil fuels, renewable energy resources are becoming economically as well as environmentally attractive options.
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Organisation of rural electrification: The case of Burkina Faso
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Rural electrification in Sub Saharan Africa in a context of fluctuating oil-prices

Solar PV is one among other low carbon technologies for rural electrification in Sub Saharan Africa (SSA). Solar PV systems have for almost 30 years been disseminated in SSA, resulting in more than half a million installations concentrated in a few countries. While PV systems have technically matured and markets have gradually developed, PV for rural electrification has often been perceived with scepticism from potential users, donors, government officials and researchers, and solar PV has in many camps been labelled as donor driven, expensive and fragile technology mainly serving the richest parts of the populations and with little or no value for productive uses. However, feasibility for solar PV has improved in the last few years. Retail prices for solar photovoltaic modules are reduced by 20-30% since 2001, and although far from the peak in 2008, oil prices in the next two years to come are expected to settle at a level, which is about three times the world market average in the years from 1985-2003. Therefore, rather than being limited to a niche for populations living in dispersed settlements outside the reach of grid electrification, solar PV is expected to play an important role in mini grid rural electrification schemes based on hybrid solar PV-diesel generators. This may bring PV systems in line with fossil fuel based systems in terms of consumer cost and options for productive use and it changes the market for PV from mainly donor supported schemes into mainstream rural electrification schemes governed and financed by electric utilities and rural electrification agencies. Based on a literature review and the experience with a full scale hybrid wind/PV diesel system at RISØ DTU, this paper provides cost estimates for hybrid PV-diesel systems and policy recommendations to change the application of PV technologies for development in SSA.
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Trade in Environmentally Sound Technologies
The project aims to contribute towards sustainable, environmentally credible and inclusive value chain integration and trade in technologies, by providing support to developing countries to objectively assess and understand the opportunities, benefits and challenges of liberalized trade in environmentally sound technologies, including the EGA as an important means of implementation, and to host dialogues with a broad range of stakeholders to discuss EGA and environmental technology trade opportunities and perspectives in developing countries, and to build related capacities of developing country stakeholders.
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Kenya Miniwind: Supporting sustainable mini-grid development and local production of wind turbines using the case of Kenya
With the long-term objective to reduce poverty, stimulate economic growth and increased sustainable energy supply, the project aims to develop a market for low-cost, partly locally produced kW wind turbines for rural electrification. The project will demonstrate the technical, social and economic feasibility of integrating a kW wind turbine into a smart solar-powered mini-grid in Kenya, and aims to develop this concept into a viable business for the private companies involved, having the technical, economic and management capacity to exploit it. The expected long term impact of the project are (i) local jobs in production, installation, O&M of low cost kW turbines in mini-grids; and (ii) reduced cost of electricity provided by mini-grids, benefitting disadvantaged communities. The project will bring together communities, public institutions and commercial companies.
TENTRANS: Tendering sustainable energy transitions

The overall objective of the project is to contribute to a transition toward sustainability in the energy sector of emerging economies, including sustainable development of local communities and local industries. The project will analyse the developmental implications of the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producers Procurement Programme (REIPPPP) implemented in South Africa (SA) with a focus on the effects of wind power projects on local industrial development and socioeconomic development in local communities. The project will contribute to enhance the research capacity of the younger researchers involved. It will build upon and contribute to significantly advance the literature on sustainability transitions in developing countries through an innovative combination of complementary perspectives on institutional change, global value chains and infant industry development. It will draw on in-depth fieldwork carried out in SA based on qualitative research methods, such as interviews, documents, direct observations and project inventories. Through direct engagement with key policy makers and stakeholders, the project will seek to ensure that local developmental impacts are prioritized and ensured in renewable energy tendering schemes currently being implemented in SA, other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) and internationally. The project will contribute to socially inclusive models of implementation by private companies involved in large-scale wind power projects by cooperating with the wind industry associations in Denmark and SA and through direct consultations. Finally, the project serves as a pilot research for a subsequent five year research programme, which will be up-scaled to include solar PV, concentrated solar power (CSP) and hydro-power, and additional countries in SSA, such as Ethiopia, Kenya, Ghana and Malawi.
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**2GBIONRG: Biofuel Production from Lignocellulosic Materials**

The overall objective of the 2GBIONRG project is to develop sustainable technologies for production of 2nd generation biofuels (biogas, bioethanol and biodiesel) from lignocellulosic waste material in developing countries in Africa. In addition, it is also to utilize residuals from the production as fertilizer improving soil fertility and food security. The suggested technologies will make it possible to switch from a society depending more and more on fossil energy to a modern biomass based society. Ghana will be used as a model country. We will develop and adopt sustainable biofuel production systems for three different types of communities: rural villages, cooperatives and large towns. The project is supported by the Danida Fellowship Centre.
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**Green Energy and Low Carbon Development**

The Danida Fellowship Course “Green Energy and Low Carbon Development” is a three-week training course to be held in Copenhagen, Denmark, 19 May – 6 June 2014. The course will explore green energy and low carbon development business opportunities in developing countries. The course is relevant for managers and decision makers from the private and public sectors seeking to develop their skills within improved energy efficiency, renewable energy and new markets related to trading in CO2 reductions. The course supports that new ideas are developed into realistic action plans for business development and enabling frameworks for public-private partnerships. The course is being held for the 5th year in 2014. The contract is for one year at a time.
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**Potential for integration of small wind turbines in mini-grids in East Africa**
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Bæredygtighedsmål – hot or not?
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Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership
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Presentation in the session: Visionary projects in wind energy
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wind energy denmark Ivan Nygaard
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WIND ENERGY DENMARK 2017
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Reviewer for the Swedish Research Council FORMAS (External organisation)
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Ivan Nygaard (Member)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership
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Member of evaluation panel for the Swedish Research Council for development research. Natural, engineering and environmental sciences (UF-3)
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https://www.vr.se/inenglish/researchfunding/assessment/reviewpanels/developmentresearch/uf3naturalengineeringandenvironmentalsciences.4.7e727b6e141e9ed702b141c9.html
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Reviewer for the Swedish Research Council FORMAS
Activity: Membership › Membership of committees, commissions, boards, councils, associations, organisations, or similar

Working in a broad partnership in the Kenya MiniWind project
Period: 26 Jun 2017
Ivan Nygaard (Invited speaker)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership
Degree of recognition: National
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DMDP meeting DTU 26.06.17 Ivan Nygaard final

Related event

Danida Market Development Partnership's Information Meeting
26/06/2017 → 26/06/2017
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations

Policy and planning related to climate change in developing countries
Period: 11 May 2017
Ivan Nygaard (Invited speaker)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership

Description
Presentation at the launch of DTU Renewable Energy Policy, Planning and Integration Advice Group (REPLI). Danish Technical University
Degree of recognition: International
Documents:
DMDP meeting DTU 26.06.17 Ivan Nygaard final
Links:

Related event
launch of DTU Launch of Renewable Energy Policy, Planning and Integration Advice Group (REPLI)
11/05/2017 → 11/05/2017
Lyngby, Denmark
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations

Energy Research & Social Science (Journal)
Period: 13 Mar 2017 → 30 Jun 2018
Robert Byrne (Editor)
Ulrich Elmer Hansen (Editor)
James Arthur Haselip (Editor)
Ivan Nygaard (Editor)
David Ockwell (Editor)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership
Description
Special Issue on uptake and diffusion of solar power in Africa
Degree of recognition: International
Links:
https://ean.hypotheses.org/112

Related journal

Energy Research & Social Science
2214-6296
Central database
Activity: Research › Journal editor

Reviewer for the Swedish Research Council FORMAS (External organisation)
Period: 1 Aug 2016 → 15 Sep 2016
Ivan Nygaard (Member)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership
Description
Member of evaluation panel for the Swedish Research Council for development research. Call on resilience and sustainability
Degree of recognition: International

Related external organisation

Reviewer for the Swedish Research Council FORMAS
Activity: Membership › Membership of committees, commissions, boards, councils, associations, organisations, or similar

Niche development and upgrading in the PV value chain: The case of local assembly of PV panels in Senegal
Period: 8 Jun 2016
Ivan Nygaard (Speaker)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership
Description
Degree of recognition: International
Documents:
local assembly of PV modules in Senegal, EU-SPRI conference 2016 final
Related event

2016 Annual Conference of the EU-SPRI Forum
07/06/2016 → 10/06/2016
Lund, Sweden
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations

Regional Capacity Building Workshop for Technology Needs Assessment (TNA) project: Barrier analysis, enabling frameworks and technology action plans
Period: 23 Feb 2016 → 26 Feb 2016
Ivan Nygaard (Lecturer)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership
Degree of recognition: International
Links:
http://www.tech-action.org/Events/Regional-CB-Workshop-Senegal-February-2016 (Presentations can be downloaded from project webpage)

Related event

Regional Capacity Building Workshop for Technology Needs Assessment (TNA) project
23/02/2016 → 26/02/2016
Dakar, Senegal
Activity: Talks and presentations › Guest lectures, external teaching and course activities at other universities

Energy transition research in Asia – useful for practitioners of development cooperation?
Period: 27 Aug 2015
Ivan Nygaard (Panel member)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership

Related event

The International Sustainability Conference 2015
25/08/2015 → 28/08/2015
Falmer, Brighton, United Kingdom
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations

Private sector investment in the biofuel value chain in Ghana seen in an innovation system perspective
Period: 26 Aug 2015
Ivan Nygaard (Speaker)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership
Degree of recognition: International
Documents:
Præsentation ITS conference final

Related event

6th International Sustainability Transitions Conference, Brighton (UK)
25/08/2015 → 28/08/2015
Brighton, United Kingdom
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations

Environmental Science & Policy (Journal)
Period: 1 Aug 2015 → 31 Dec 2017
Ulrich Elmer Hansen (Editor)
Ivan Nygaard (Editor)
Henny Romijn (Editor)
Anna Wieczorek (Editor)
Linda M. Kamp (Editor)
Laurens Klerkx (Editor)

Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership

Description
Special issue on sustainability transitions in developing countries
Degree of recognition: International
Links:
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsci.2017.11.009

Related journal
Environmental Science & Policy
1462-9011
ISSI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes
Central database
Activity: Research › Journal editor

Regional Capacity Building Workshops for Technology Needs Assessment (TNA) project, Prioritization of technologies
Period: 22 Jun 2015 → 26 Jun 2015
Ivan Nygaard (Lecturer)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership
Links:

Related event
Regional Capacity Building Workshops for Technology Needs Assessment (TNA) project. Prioritization of technologies
22/06/2015 → 26/06/2015
Dakar, Senegal
Activity: Talks and presentations › Guest lectures, external teaching and course activities at other universities

Barrier analysis and enabling frameworks
Period: 12 May 2015 → 13 May 2017
Ivan Nygaard (Speaker)
Department of Management Engineering
UNEP DTU Partnership

Description
Barrier analysis and enabling frameworks, Presentation at TNA internal capacity building workshop, UN-CITY, Copenhagen, May 12-13, 2015
Documents:
Presentation barrier analysis and enabling framework c

Related event
Internal capacity building workshop for Technology Needs Assessment (TNA) project
12/05/2015 → 13/05/2015
Copenhagen, Denmark
Activity: Talks and presentations › Guest lectures, external teaching and course activities at other universities
Measures identified in technology action plans to enhance national capacity: The case of Solar PV in Africa  
Period: 14 Oct 2014  
Ivan Nygaard (Invited speaker)  
Department of Management Engineering  
UNEP DTU Partnership  

Description  
2014: Measures identified in technology action plans to enhance national capacity: The case of Solar PV in Africa.  
UNFCCC (Technology Executive Committee) workshop on strengthening national systems of innovation in developing countries, Bonn, Germany, 13/10/14  
Degree of recognition: International  
Documents:  
Presentation TEC meeting UDP ivan nygaard  

Related event  
Strengthening national systems of innovation in developing countries. UNFCCC (Technology Executive Committee) workshop  
13/10/2014 → 13/10/2014  
Bonn, Germany  
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations  

Prospects for investments in Large-scale, grid connected solar energy in Africa  
Period: 24 Jun 2014  
Ivan Nygaard (Speaker)  
Department of Management Engineering  
UNEP DTU Partnership  
Degree of recognition: International  
Documents:  
Prospects for investment in large-scale, grid-connected solar energy in Africa final ver. 15.09 link  

Related event  
Opportunity Africa: Sustainable Energy Investment in Africa, DANIDA conference held in the UN City, Copenhagen  
24/06/2014 → 25/06/2014  
Copenhagen, Denmark  
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations  
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